Cheat Sheet—January 3, 20222
Happy New Year and welcome to our January 2022 cheat sheet, Let’s look forward to an everimproving year as The Fritsma Factor and Cheat Sheet motor on. We’ve enjoyed an
uncharacteristically eventful December as you will see when you click on our several entries.

December 2021 and January 2022 Quick Questions
Our December 2021 Quick Question presents a hypothetical case, "The resident orders a
thrombosis risk profile on an inpatient being treated for a pulmonary embolism [PE]. How do you
respond?" This question is inspired by a case study we developed for Dr. Catherine Otto’s
Rutgers' CLSC 5124 Advanced Hemostasis fall, 2021 online graduate course. Click Dec 2021
QQ Summary: Thrombosis Risk Profile for the survey results and discussion.
The January 2022 Quick Question is another case study that states, "A patient experiences soft
tissue bleeding and poor wound healing. The PT, PTT, and TT are normal. What follow-up profile
do you recommend?" Please choose your answer in the right column and add your comments in
the comment section of the accompanying entry.

Abbreviations
It is easy to lose your bearings when reading scientific texts and articles filled with abbreviations.
Click the Abbreviations section in our Resources menu for what we hope is a comprehensive list.
We’re currently updating the list, and we invite you to send updated and new abbreviations to
george@fritsmafactor.com for immediate inclusion.

Coming Events
Visit our recently updated Conference Calendar, also in our Resources menu, to learn of coming
hemostasis events, both virtual and in-person. The first in-person 2022 event on our list is
VENOUS2022, February 23–26. If you don’t see your event, please alert me at
george@fritsmafactor.com with title, sponsor, time, date, and location.
Thank you for your loyalty to The Fritsma Factor.
George A. Fritsma MS, MLS
The Fritsma Factor, Your Interactive Hemostasis Resource
www.fritsmafactor.com, george@fritsmafactor.com

